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Abstract-Host-plant
finding is affected by both the distribution of host plants and the insect’s orientation
which here is described as a control system. Orientation is controlled by internal information (idiothetic
control) as well as by external information (allothetic control). The input-output relations of control
systems depend on the existence of subsystems (nervous and motor system) and the form of their
connections (the control pattern). The equilibrium between idiothetic and allothetic control determines
the output locomotion patterns. Walking patterns of Colorado potato beetles vary from convoluted
tracks, idiothetic circling at minimal external stimulation, to straight-line walk under allothetic control
by wind stimulation. The internal state of the beetle, being starved or satiated, is decisive for setting the
equilibrium between idiothetic and allothetic control. The probabilities that insects encounter host plants
are calculated, and include parameters such as the insect’s rate of linear displacement, plant diameter and
plant-to-plant distance. After encountering food resources, insects change their locomotion from straight
to convoluted patterns (ranging and local search respectively). The transition from local search to ranging
is caused by shifting the equilibrium between idiothetic circling and allothetic control,
Key Word Index: Host-plant finding, insect orientation, idiothetic control, allothetic control, sensory
input, plant distribution, probability of encounter, local search, ranging, Leprinotarsa decemlineatu,
olfaction

INTRODUCI’ION
Host selection by phytophagous insects can be considered as “choice behaviour” with two extremes
(Barton Browne, 1977). The first extreme is that
insects “choose” solely after contact with the plant
such that the frequency with which different plants,
hosts and nonhosts, are visited depends only on their
relative abundance. The other extreme implies that
insects perceive plant characteristics at a distance and
“choose” according to these impressions.
These two extremes coincide with the distinction
between what is called host-plant recognition and
host-plant finding. Recognition refers to the insect’s
decision to feed and/or oviposit on host plants and to
leave nonhost plants. Finding on the other hand,
relates to the insect’s spatial manoeuvres while on the
ground or in the air, which are affected by the plant
distribution and other vegetational characteristics.
Most behavioural studies in insect-plant relationships
concern only recognition, measured as the extent of
feeding or oviposition.
The evidence that host-plant finding occurs under
field conditions is difficult to trace in the literature,
but there are a few examples. Geometrid females
Cidaria albulata alighted less frequently and tlew
straighter outside a locality containing the host plant
Rhinanthus minor than females within such a locality
(Douwes, 1968). Female sulphur butterflies Colias
phifodice eriphyle landed upon Vicia americana about
twice as often as would be expected from the relative
abundance of this plant along flightpaths (Stanton,
1982).
A complete description of host finding by phytophagous insects must incorporate features from both

sides, i.e. plant characteristics perceived by insects,
and insect behavioural responses which affect their
encounters with host plants. The present-day understanding of insect behaviour is rarely applied in our
thoughts on host-plant finding, and therefore a separate discussion of insect behaviour is warranted. On
the other hand, the knowledge of plant characteristics
that elicit insect responses is better integrated in our
concepts of host-plant selection (Staedler, 1976; Prokopy and Owens, 1983; Hsiao, 1985; Visser, 1983,
1986), so this part is omitted here.
Kennedy (1977, 1978, 1986) has frequently stressed
the necessity of applying appropriate terminology in
studies of insect behaviour. He has argued that
behaviour is incorrectly explained when the terminology used refers to the outcomes of behaviour rather
than to underlying mechanisms. The confusion in the
discussion of behaviour is caused by mixing up two
different questions, both of which are extremely
relevant (Kennedy, 1978, 1986; Bell, 1985): (1) how
does an animal behave (the mechanism), and (2) why
does an animal behave (the adaptive value or the
contribution to fitness)?
Consequently,
in the present paper host-plant
finding is divided into a discussion of the orientation
mechanism and the contribution of orientation to
fitness, which is further called orientation fitness. The
assumption in constructing this framework on insect
orientation is that we first have to recognize the
general phenomenon before we can distinguish between species-specific traits. The cybernetic concept
of orientation
that has been developed by H.
Mittelstaedt (1962) and co-workers, will be described
in some detail because this approach to orientation
mechanisms has received little attention in the litera259
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tufe on insect orientation
Locomotion patterns of
Leptinotarsa decemlineata
trate the significance of
control in orientation.
ORIENTATION

towards food and mates.
Colorado potato beetles
Say, will be used to illusidiothetic and allothetic

MECHANISM

Kineses and taxes
Orientation can be viewed in the classical way as
undirected-(kineses)
and directed reactions (taxes),
or in the cybernetic approach as control systems
(Table 1). Most studies (e.g. Kennedy, 1977) have
adopted the kineses-taxes tabulation of Fraenkel and
Gunn (1961). This classification is based upon locomotion patterns (speed, turning rate and linearity),
and involves types of stimulus conditions (shallow
or steep gradient, beam), the position and numbers
of receptors (unilateral or bilateral), and an interpretation denoting temporal or instantaneous comparision of stimulus intensities.
The kineses-taxes explanation has been criticized
for various reasons (Jander, 1975; Kennedy, 1978,
1986; Bell and Tobin, 1982). Two issues are
mentioned here. First, many investigators simply
chose a name without having performed the experiments essential for the proper distinction of an
orientation class. The second point of criticism is the
absence of the idiothetic component (see Concepts of
orientation, below).
Control systems
An animal that walks around “looking for food”
can be compared with somebody driving a car to a
shopping centre in the neighbourhood.
The car
moves because of an engine, the driver steers while
looking at the road, and the driver is familiar with the
route he is taking. This simple example illustrates
what is meant by control systems.
For steering, two types of information are available (Jander, 1963, 1975; Mittelstaedt, 1962): information coming from the outside (external; “the
driver’s immediate information”), and information

being stored (internal; “the driver’s memory”). Subsequently, orientation has been divided to be either
under control by internal information, idiothetic control, or under control by external information, allothetic control
(Mittelstaedt-Burger,
1972; Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt, 1973; Mittelstaedt ef al.,
1979). The input-output relations, however, are not
defined with this simple division. The output of the
system depends on the existence of subsystems (nervous and motor system in Fig. 1; “the driver and the
engine”) and the form of their connections, i.e. the
control pattern (Mittelstaedt, 1962; Mittelstaedt and
Mittelstaedt, 1973). Complicated control patterns can
be structured using basic forms like the chain, mesh
and loop (see also Preiss and Kramer, 1986a).
Allothetic control
In allothetic control by a single stimulus modality,
the input-output relations are qualified in the structure of a feedback loop. The loop in Fig. IA conveys
in an abstracted form that the output is regulated,
and in that way reduces the input. The input in
allothetic control of orientation is the asymmetry of
stimulation measured by receptors which are located
on both sides of the insect’s longitudinal axis (Table
1, Fig. IB). The command to the motor system is
either turn to the more stimulated side (course order
O”, move towards the stimulus source) or turn to the
less stimulated side (course order 180”, move away
from the stimulus source). A deviation from the
preferred course is measured as a difference in stimulation intensity between right and left. This input
initiates a counterturning tendency which is proportional to the input (Figs 2A and 2B).
The sinusoidal curve in Fig. 2B is a common
characteristic
of insect
locomotion
patterns
(Mittelstaedt, 1962): light orientation (Jander, 1963),
gravity orientation (Wendler, 1975; Wendler and
Scharstein, 1986), acoustic orientation (Schmitz et al.,
1982) and wind orientation (Heinzel and Biihm,
1984). The sinusoidal curve in Fig. 2A is hypothetical,
but illustrates two basic features which are present in
the motor output. First, the difference in stimulus

Table I. Orientation mechanisms
A. Orientation as kineses and taxes’
Kineses
I, Orthokinesis
2. Khnokinesis
Taxes
1,Klinotaxis
2. Tropotaxis

Orientation responses:
Undirected reactions
I, Change in speed or frequency of locomotion
2. Change in frequency or rate of turning
Directed reactions
I. Orientation by alternating lateral deviations (temporal comparison of stimulus intensities)
2. Orientation by turning to more or to less stimulated side (instantaneous comparison of intensities)

II. Orientation as control systemst
Input-output relations in control patterns:
Idiothetic control
Proprioceptive-and
stored information
Internal input:
1, No information stored
2. Turns stored
Memory states
1 3. Integrated path stored
Allothetic control
Received by paired receptors
External input:
f I. Oscillatory-state:
onset of siimulation, asymmetry of stimulation
System states
2. Steady-state:
stimulus continuation, reduction of asymmetry
lFraenkel and Gunn (1961).
tSee text for references.

output:
I. Circling behaviour
2. Maintenance of direction
3. Return to starting point after excursion
output:
I. Turning to more or to less stimulated side
2. Keeping preferred direction: 0” or 180”
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Fig. 1. The control pattern underlying allothetic control by one stimulus modality. (A) feedback loop,
(B) measurement of input asymmetry, and (C) superposition of idiothetic control. See text for further
explanation.
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deviation
maximal

odour induces upwind orientation. An increase in
pheromone concentration resulted in a more precise
control of upwind orientation in Lymantria dispar
males (Preiss and Kramer, 1986a), probably through
a shift in “central sensitivity” to wind stimulation.
Prior feeding experience on host plants accelerated
the release of odour-conditioned
anemotaxis in
starved Colorado potato beetles (Visser and Thiery,
1986). This indicates more attention by the central
nervous system to wind orientation that may be
related to the observed shift in sensitivity of olfactory
receptors after beetles have experienced feeding (De
Jong and Visser, unpublished).
The same stimulation intensity does not release
exactly the same output locomotion patterns in
different individuals of the same species. This is
illustrated in the walking tracks of Colorado potato
beetles walking upwind in wind-borne host-plant
odour (Fig. 3). Some individuals walk in a zigzag
pattern, whereas other beetles show little deviation
from the due-upwind direction. A difference in the

shows a maximum
at a certain course
(typically at + 90” or - 90”) which creates
counterturning
tendencies. Secondly, the

intensity difference is larger with stronger stimulation
(or when received by more sensitive receptors).
Stimulus strength

An increase in overall stimulus strength produces
a more precise control of course direction, with less
deviations from the mean course order (Fig. 2B). This
has been observed in the fixation of a vertically
oriented black stripe by Musca domestica on changing the average brightness
of the panorama
(Reichardt, 1973), in the gravity orientation
of
Sitophilus granarius (Wendler, 1975; Wendler and
Scharstein, 1986), in the acoustic orientation of
Cryflus campestris females (Schmitz et al., 1982), and
in the wind orientation of Necrophorus humator
(Heinzel and Bohm, 1984) and Lymantria dispar
males (Preiss and Kramer, 1986a).
In odour-conditioned anemotaxis the perception of
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Fig. 2. Sensory input and motor output depending on the insect’s deviation from the preferred course
order (a = 0”). Ordinates in relative scales. (A) AI is the difference in stimulation intensity between right
(I,) and left (IL) at two absolute stimulus strengths (AI, and A&); a is present course. (B) o is angular
velocity of counterturn (angle deviation/s); a is preceding course; k is proportional to stimulus strength.
(C) superposition of an idiothetic turning tendency T on allothetic control; consequently, a, is preferred
course order (menotactic angle). Horizontal arrows indicate directions of counterturns; in (C) cycloids are
formed. See text for further explanation.
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Fig. 3. Walking tracks of seven female Colorado potato
beetles in wind carrying potato-plant odour. Beetles were

released at cross and walked in upwind directions. Dots
show positions every second.

sensitivity of the receptors involved (anemoreceptors
and olfactory receptors) between individuals, could
create such variation in output motor patterns because the feedback loop is regulated by the perceived
stimulus strength (stimulus intensity and receptor
sensitivity; Fig. 2A). The variation in locomotion
patterns is further discussed by Visser and Thiery
(1988).
The foregoing discussion focuses upon the final
steady state of the system. However, at the onset of
stimulation the system starts to oscillate. Therefore,
it is more appropriate to distinguish allothetic control
into two system states: (1) oscillatory-state at the
onset of stimulation, and (2) steady-state at stimulus
continuation (Table 1).
Idiothetic control

Orientation under control by internal information
uses stored information as well as proprioceptive
information since the last originates in the animal
itself. To distinguish into different amounts of information stored, I introduce memory states in Table 1.
When an animal is forced to deviate from its course
for a moment by an external stimulus, it shows
afterwards a compensatory turn (counterturn), and
thus continues its course in the original direction
(second memory state, Table 1; Jander, 1963, 1975).
Such a course deviation and counterturn are caused
by a visual stimulus, e.g. in Blattella germanica and
Curausius morosus (Mittelstaedt-Burger,
1972), or
when an animal runs through a bent passage, e.g.
millipedes (Mittelstaedt-Burger,
1972; Mittelstaedt
and Mittelstaedt, 1973; Mittelstaedt et al., 1979).
The stored information controls the return path
after an active excursion (third memory state,
Table 1), e.g. in spiders Agefena lubyrinthica and
Cupienus safei (Jander, 1963, 1975; Mittelstaedt and
Mittelstaedt, 1973).
The first memory state, in contrast to the second
and third, is thought to involve idiothetic control
relying solely upon proprioceptive information, and
that implies an absence of stored information (or a
negligible amount). When external stimulation is
totally absent, animals turn and move in circles. This
phenomenon has been known for a long time. Recent
examples are: Sitophilus granarius on a horizontal
surface in darkness (Wendler, 1975; Wendler and
Scharstein, 1986), Necrophorus humator (Heinzel and

Biihm, 1984) and Lymuntriu dispar males (Preiss
and Kramer, 1986a) without an airstream, Colorado
potato beetles under control conditions (Visser and
Thiery, 1985, 1988) and in darkness (Fig. 4A). A
satisfactory mechanistic explanation for this behaviour does not exist. It is characterized by a rather
stable turning tendency to one side, that after some
time is shifted to the opposite side (see Wendler and
Scharstein, 1986). Probably the proprioceptive information is “not enough” to maintain a straight course,
and the output follows an internal asymmetry that
may originate from noise in the system. Further
analyses of spontaneous circling are required to
reveal the source of internal asymmetry.
The combination

of idiothetic

and allothetic

control

The preceding discussion may create the false
impression that orientation is either under idiothetic
or under allothetic control. The distinction between
the two control types, however, is valuable in so far
as it pertains to the sources of information and the
underlying control patterns. Under particular conditions one type of control may dominate, but normally
the actual course of an insect is the result of the
combination (Mittelstaedt-Burger, 1972; Mittelstaedt
and Mittelstaedt, 1973; Mittelstaedt et al., 1979).
Two hypotheses have been proposed for the combination of idiothetic and allothetic control. The first
is the superposition of a rather constant idiothetic
turning tendency on the allothetic control to an
external stimulus (Figs 1C and 2C; Mittelstaedt,
1962; Wendler, 1975; Kramer, 1975; Wendler and
Scharstein, 1986). This idiothetic turning tendency is
the one present when the system relies solely on
proprioceptive information (first memory state, Table
1). Superposition gives a correct description of the
walking patterns obtained under various amounts of
stimulation. Without stimulation the animal circles,
on increasing stimulus strength the patterns first turn
into cycloids and subsequently straighten. Superposition will also change the course order, and consequently directs orientation at an angle with the
stimulus source (menotaxis, see angle CI,in Fig. 2C).
This combination
has been observed in studies on
gravity orientation (Wendler, 1975; Wendler and
Scharstein, 1986), on wind orientation (Heinzel and
BBhm, 1984), and on the odour-conditioned
anemotaxis of Bombyx mori (Kramer, 1975), Lymuntriu
dispar (Preiss and Kramer, 1986a), Colorado potato
beetles (Visser and Thiery, 1985, 1988) and apterous
aphids Cryptomyzus korschelti (Visser and Taanman,
1987).
The second theory for explaining the combination
of idiothetic and allothetic control is Mittelstaedt’s
Bicomponent hypothesis (Mittelstaedt, 1962). This
hypothesis involves a “change” in course order which
is the result of combining an allothetically controlled
course and idiothetic turning tendencies to maintain
a certain direction (memory states 2 and 3, Table 1).
The menotactic course is straight, e.g. light compass
orientation.
Concepts of orientation

Although the cybernetic concept of orientation and
the kineses-taxes classification show similarities in
one respect (taxes and allothetic control), the
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Fig. 4. Ten-minute walking tracks of female Colorado potato beetles under various conditions (indicated
by symbols). Horizontal scale bars equal 50 cm. Dark vertical bars indicate relative net displacement from
the origin after IOmin.

difference in the idiothetic component is striking. For
that reason Kennedy (1978, 1986) introduced “selfsteering” in the Fraenkel and Gunn scheme, and
included the novel class of “schemakinesis”. However, he did not adopt the cybernetic principle of
control systems.
Bell and Tobin (1982) designed a new classification
system for chemo-orientation
based upon information available, information processing, motor output
patterns and guidance systems. Their classification
incorporates elements of Fraenkel and Gunn (temporal and instantaneous comparison), elements related
to fitness (locomotory patterns of guided search) and
the distinction between external and internal information. The models presented are rather different
from cybernetic control patterns.
Search orientation was considered to be controlled
by several kinds of information such as idiothetic,
genetic, learned, external sensory, internal sensory
and internal stochastic (Bell, 1985). Nevertheless, in
the cybernetic concept “information” is used in the
context of information flow through a control pattern. “Genetically stored information” (White et al.,
1984) is not at the same level, but it contains the
message to structure the control pattern during onto-

genesis in its connections of subsystems (nervous and
motor system) and their individual characteristics.
The present discussion on control systems, idiothetic and allothetic control is meant to be an introduction to the cybernetic concept of orientation.
Therefore, control patterns are solely explained for a
simple case, i.e. one stimulus modality received by
paired receptors (Figs 1 and 2). With the aim to open
up this field to readers, subjects are classified by
dividing idiothetic control into three memory states
and allothetic control into two system states (Table
1). Orientation usually includes animal responses to
more than one stimulus modality. The control of
flight in insects involves the perception of wind
(Gewecke and Philippen, 1978) as well as the visual
perception of movements of ground patterns (Preiss
and Kramer, 1986b). These complex responses can
certainly be integrated in control patterns. Nevertheless, the present-day literature does not provide a
cybernetic model for each case, e.g. orientation with
unilateral receptors.
Colorado potato beetle orientation

In this section locomotion patterns of Colorado
potato beetles are described to illustrate the com-
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bined action of idiothetic and allothetic control.
Ten-minute walking tracks of individual females were
recorded on a locomotion-compensator
(“Kramer
treadmill”). Representative
tracks and data are
presented in Fig. 4 and Table 2.
The compensator was positioned in front of a wind
tunnel and two high-frequency illumination units
were suspended from the ceiling of the observation
room (Thiery and Visser, 1986; Visser and Thiery,
1988). In a series of experiments starved beetles were
exposed to different stimulus conditions: complete
darkness (1) without, and (2) with a clean airflow of
80 cm/s; light conditions of 1750 lux (3) without, (4)
with a clean airflow of 80cm/s, and (5) with the
airflow carrying potato plant odour. Treatments Nos
4 and 5 were repeated using satiated (fed) beetles, i.e.
experiments Nos 6 and 7 respectively (Table 2).
Beetles’ responses were quantified by measuring: (a)
vector length, as the net displacement from the origin
after 10min; (b) walking speed, as the mean of 599
instantaneous speeds per individual; and (c) straightness, as the quotient of the vector length and the total
length of the track.
The tracks of starved beetles alter remarkably
when conditions are changed from minimal external
stimulation (darkness) to stimulation involving three
modalities, i.e. light, wind and plant odour (Fig. 4,
Table 2). In darkness, beetles hardly move away from
the starting point, whereas with increasing stimulation starved individuals walk further. The increase
in vector length results from beetles walking faster
with wind and light stimulation as well as from a
straightening of their tracks. Beetles’ courses are
directed due-upwind with wind carrying host-plant
odour (odour-conditioned anemotaxis, see Visser and
Thiery, 1985, 1988).
Locomotion patterns thus vary from convoluted
tracks, idiothetic circling at very low levels of external
stimulation, to straight-line walking under allothetic
control by wind stimulation. The equilibrium between idiothetic and allothetic control determines the
locomotion patterns, and is strongly affected by
external stimulation.
Moreover, the internal state of an animal, whether
starved or satiated, is decisive for setting the equilibrium. The walking tracks of fed beetles differ from
starved individuals in their decreased net displacement (Fig. 4, Table 2). In both pure wind and wind
carrying odour, fed beetles reduce their speeds and
turn abruptly. They walk alternately in upwind and
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downwind directions. Thus, fed beetles do not respond to host-plant odour. Satiation, however, does
not decrease the sensitivity of olfactory receptors in
the beetles’ antennae (Visser, unpublished). Hence,
the lack of responses of fed beetles to odour arises
from a blockade of olfactory input which is located
in the central nervous system. When beetles are
starved for 2 h their upwindaownwind
movement
changes to the due-upwind direction (Visser and
Thiery, unpublished); so on deprivation the central
nervous system blockade fades away.
This orientation pattern resembles the responses of
blowflies Phormiu regina, following stimulation by
sugar (Dethier, 1957). On a horizontal surface stimulated flies showed a typical pattern of repeated looping. This pattern acquired a directional component
with a light source or when the surface was tilted into
the vertical plane: flies moved respectively to and fro.
or up and down. The orientation responses of satiated Colorado potato beetles with wind and odour
stimulation, show similar alternating directions. Because stimulation was kept constant during the experiments, the pattern of alternating directions is
attributed to idiothetic turning tendencies which vary
course orders from upwind to downwind directions
and vice versa. Nevertheless, this phenomenon needs
further experimentation to reveal the source of the
idiothetic turning tendencies.

ORIENTATION

FITNESS

The interpretation of locomotion patterns in the
sense of the contribution to fitness is an extremely
difficult task since the adaptive value of orientation
can hardly be judged with the present-day knowledge. The discussion of orientation fitness should
involve an analysis of the probabilities that individuals with different locomotion patterns will encounter
host plants at varying distributions.
Probability of encountering host plants
The present calculation of the probability of encounter, PE, is illustrated in Fig. 5. Host plants are
uniformly distributed. An insect is released in the
centre of the “field”, and subsequently it moves away
from its starting position. At time T,, the insect will
cross the imaginary circle 1 which is drawn to contain
four host plants on its periphery. The probability that
the insect will encounter a host plant at time T,, is

Table 2. Orientation responses of female Colorado potato beetles under conditions varying from minimal
stimulation (darkness) to stimulation
with light. wind and ootato-dant
odour

vector
Experimental
(10 min)
I. Dark,
2. Dark,
3. Light,
4. Light,
5. Light,
6. Light,
7. Light,

conditions

starved beetles
starved beetles, wind
starved beetles
starved beetles, wind
starved beetles, wind, odour
fed beetles, wind
fed beetles, wind, odour

N*
20
20
20
20
29
20
29

length
(mm)
594 f
2097 5
2106+_
361 I f
5805 f
1275 f
I I88 k

45gat
601~
841~

1006d
588e
539b
353b

Walking
speed
(mm/s)
7.1 f
9.4 f
12.0 f
13.6+
13.1 f
10.9 f
11.0*

lN = number of beetles.
tDifferent letters in a column indicate statistical differences between treatments
parametric statistics: Wilcoxon and Mann Whitney U tests (Siegel, 1956).
Beetles were starved or fed. Means + 95% confidence intervals (two-tailed).

1.3a
I .4b
1.5c
I.ld
0.6d
I.lc
l.Oc
at P (0.05

external

Straightness
0.15 + 0.09a
0.39 + O.IOb
0.30 f 0. IOb
0.44~0.llb
0.73 + 0.06c
0.18 + 0.07a
0.18 +O.OSa
(two-tailed);

non-
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Fig. 5. Calculation of the probability of encounter PE. The insect is released at cross. Small circles
represent plants which are uniformly distributed; a is plant-to-plant distance; 2R is plant diameter.
Imaginary circles l-4 are drawn with radii r,-r,. See text for further explanation,

PE, = 4 x 2R/2nr,; 2R = plant diameter, r, = radius
of circle 1 = the insect’s net displacement from the
origin at T,.
If the insect does not encounter a host plant, it is
presumed to move further. This is a reasonable
assumption considering the increase of beetles’
displacement in time (Thiery and Visser, 1986). At
time T, the insect will cross circle 2 with 8 host plants
az2m

2kO.Sm

on its periphery. The probability of encounter then is
r, = radius of circle 2. The radii
of the imaginary circles are calculated according to
Fig. 5C. The probability that an insect will encounter
host plants thus increases with time as a step-by-step
function that is affected by the insect’s rate of linear
displacement (vector length/time), plant diameter and
plant-to-plant distance (Fig. 6A).
PE, = 8 x 2R/2nr,;

o=2m

V=0.2m/mbn

2R=0.5m

A 081

/

I/

VI =007

m/mtn

V,=O20

m/mfn

0
0
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0

20

~0

Tlme(mlnl

2R:OSm

V=O35m/mm

0.8YL
I
‘0 06_

0

:T

aplOm

-

o:15m

V=035m/mfn

2R,=O5

m
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TlmeImln
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1

2R,=lSm

a~=15m

LO

80
TlmeImtnl

120

160
Tlme(mm)

Fig. 6. Probabilities PE that insects encounter host plants. (A) Step-by-step function was calculated
according to Fig. 5. Broken line in (A) and solid lines in (BHD) calculated according to
PE = T x V x 2R x D. Values differ in (B) rates of linear displacement V, (C) plant-to-plant distances
a, and (D) plant diameters 2R. See text for further explanation.
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The following formula fits the step-by-step function (broken line Fig. 6A):
PE=TxVx2RxD

where PE is probability of encounter; T is time spent
moving (min); Y is the insect’s rate of linear displacement (m/min); 2R is plant diameter (m); D is plant
density = l/a2 (me2), and (I is plant-to-plant distance
(m). The insect’s diameter is ignored.
I derived this formula from the rate of encounter
as used in predator-prey interactions (Sabelis, 1986;
Mols, 1986; for mathematical treatment see Skellam,
1958). By changing the values of variables in the
formula for PE, the effects of both particular locomotion patterns and plant distributions are illustrated (Fig. 6).
Rate of linear displacement. The insect’s rate of
displacement will affect the searching time that an
insect needs to encounter a plant (when PE equals 1).
With wind stimulation, walking apterous aphids
Cryptomyzus korschelti show a rate of linear displacement of 0.07 m/min (Visser and Taanman,
1987). It will take these individuals considerably more
time to encounter a host plant than wind-stimulated
Colorado potato beetles that walk at a rate of about
0.35 m/min (Table 2). In the particular plant distribution of Fig. 6B, a wind-stimulated beetle encounters
a host plant after 23 min, whereas for an aphid an
encounter takes 114min. This trend has been observed in field experiments. Starved late-instar Pieris
rapae larvae Found collards more readily than unstarved young larvae because the former were more
mobile (Cain et al., 1985).
The number of insects that finally encounter host
plants is related to the number (n) of “searching”
individuals: n x PE (within limits set by mobility and
death rate). Aphids thus may compensate for their
individual performance.
The insect’s rate of linear displacement depends on
the straightness of the locomotion pattern as well as
on locomotion speed. These orientation variables are
effected by the equilibrium between idiothetic and
allothetic control which changes with the amount of
external stimulation. Colorado potato beetles stimulated solely by light coming from above, show a rate
of about 0.2 m/min, which is significantly less than
when beetles are stimulated by light and wind (Fig.
4, Table 2). Such a reduction will decrease the
probability of encountering host plants (Fig. 6B).
Therefore, external stimulation that differs from
trophic signals, like the visual and olfactory cues of
the vegetation, is expected to be relevant for hostplant finding.
Plant diameter. The probability of encounter is
directly proportional to the plant diameter (Fig. 6D).
Insects perceive visual and olfactory plant characteristics at a distance (Prokopy and Owens, 1983; Visser,
1983, 1986). Although it is hard to determine what in
fact the active space of host plants for insect “attraction” would measure, the insect’s perception of plant
stimuli at a distance will increase their radius of
detection (hence the effective plant diameter). An
increase occurring in the range of metres, would
significantly raise the probability for insects to encounter host plants (Fig. 6D).
Prior feeding experience on host plants enhances

the responses of Colorado potato beetles to the plant
odour (Visser and Thiery, 1986). As a consequence,
such an increase in responsiveness will increase the
probability of encountering host plants. The opposite
will also happen. Mixing nonhost plant odour with
host-plant odour prevents the release of anemotaxis
in these beetles (Thiery and Visser, 1986, 1987).
Nevertheless, masking of host-plant odour should
not cause complete camouflage of host plants. The
plant diameter would now be decreased again, and
consequently this reduces discovery by insects.
Plant-to-plant distance. Increasing the spacing between plants reduces the probability of encounter to
a greater extent than increasing the diameter of plants
increases the probability (l/a2 vs 2R, Figs 6C and
6D). When clumped plant distributions are considered as an increase in both plant (clump) diameter
and
plant-to-plant
(clump-to-clump)
distance,
clumped plants thus would be expected “to escape”
insect discovery. This phenomenon was suggested by
Cain (1985) reporting on a simulation model of
random search by herbivorous insects. The model
included parameters such as plant dispersion, plant
density, stand size, average move length, radius of
detection, turning angle concentration, and probability of death. Nevertheless, the more complicated
simulations revealed the same conclusions as the
present simple calculations.
The calculations, however, are an incomplete description of the process under field conditions because the time needed for insects to handle nonhost
plants, is lacking. Moreover, the foregoing discussion
is restricted to the insect’s first encounter with a host
plant, and does not include changes in search patterns.
Search patterns

When studies focus upon fitness the term “orientation” is often replaced by “search”. I will not
discuss this modification since Kennedy (1978, 1986)
pointed out so neatly the disadvantage of teleological
terms, and will simply adopt “search” when it is
convenient for the discussion of the literature.
After encountering food resources insects change
their locomotion patterns, which is connected with a
shift in the equilibrium between idiothetic circling
and allothetic control. For phytophagous insects this
subject has seldom been studied. Nevertheless, for the
description of locomotion patterns we can rely additionally upon related studies with flies, predators and
parasitoids.
Flies. Starved flies show increased turning rates and
reduced walking speeds after ingestion of sucrose
solution, compared with prefeeding conditions. This
behaviour results in tight looping and convoluted
paths, and has been observed in Phormia regina
(Dethier, 1957; Nelson, 1977), Musca domestica
(Hassell and May, 1974; White et al., 1984) and
Drosophila melanogaster (Bell et al., 1985). The pattern of looping decays, and after some time turning
rate and walking speed are at the same levels as
before feeding. The behaviour was considered to be
purely automatic since it took place after removal of
the stimulus (Dethier, 1957). Both the intensity of the
response and the decay of the pattern are modified by
the concentration of the stimulus solution (Dethier,
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1957; Nelson, 1977; Bell, 1985), the fly’s state of
depnvation (Bell et al., 1985), and the kind of deprivation (Nelson, 1977).
Predators. A similar change in locomotion patterns
has been observed in predators for the consumption
of prey: Syrphus balteatus larvae (Chandler, 1969),
Anthocoris conjiius females (Evans, 1976), Chrysopa
carneu larvae (Bond, 1980), and in both larvae
(Carter and Dixon, 1982) and adults of Coccinellu
septempunctutu (Nakamuta, 1985). Before prey contact, locomotion patterns are relatively straight; after
prey consumption, predator tracks are convoluted.
The state of deprivation again affected the decay of
the convoluted pattern (Bond, 1980; Carter and
Dixon, 1982). The carabid beetle Pterostichus
coerulescens walked straight when its gut was almost
empty, and subsequently followed a tortuous path
just after the consumption of prey (Mols, 1986). The
mere contact of predator with its prey initiated the
behaviour (Chandler, 1969).
Purusitoids. After oviposition, Trichogrummu parasitoids started to walk slowly and turned frequently,
but after a while their speed increased and tracks
became more straight (Yano, 1978; Gardner and Van
Lenteren, 1986). Trichogrummu parasitoids that
contacted wing scales of the host Pieris brussicue,
decreased walking speed and turned frequently
(Gardner and Van Lenteren, 1986).
Phytophugous insects. Field observations revealed
that turning during flight by Ciduria ulbulutu females
was stimulated by both direct contact with host
plants and the plant odour (Douwes, 1968). Stanton
(1982) suggested that Colias philodice eriphyle
butterflies moved more slowly after discovering two
preferred host plant species along tlightpaths. Search
paths of apply maggot flies in a tree devoid of fruit,
were considerably longer when flies oviposited coincident with release (Roitberg et al., 1982).
After contact with kale, starved Pieris rupae larvae
slowed down and increased their turning rate (Jones,
1977). A similar change in locomotion pattern occurred when caterpillars arrived beneath the foliage.
Starvation affected locomotion since starved caterpillars moved faster and showed fewer deviations
from their course order than replete individuals
(Jones, 1977). The same trend is observed in
Colorado potato beetles (Fig. 4, Table 2).
Local search and ranging. The foregoing list indicates that the change in locomotion patterns after
resource encounter, from straight to convoluted
tracks, is a common characteristic for insects. Various terms have been suggested to explain these
so-called search patterns (Bell, 1985). Convoluted
tracks would increase the probability of encountering
nearby food items (within the patch, or returning to
the resource), and have been called local search.
Whereas, straight locomotion would be the most
efficient way to cross the distance between patches,
i.e. ranging (Jander, 1975). Straight locomotion, in
addition, increases the insect’s search efficiency for
resources that are located further away (see Rate of
linear displacement ),

The
caused
circling
central

transition from local search to ranging is
by shifting the equilibrium between idiothetic
and allothetic control. This implies that the
nervous system modifies the information flow

by changing its sensitivity to external stimulation.
Idiothetic circling, that occurs when external stimulation is very low also predominates after resource
encounter or when the insect is satiated. The transition to ranging incorporates a gradual increase in
allothetic course control.
Hassell and May (1974) designed an elegant model
based upon the transition from local search to ranging. Three cases were considered: (a) resource encounters occur very frequently, insects remain in local
search; (b) resource encounters occur less frequently,
insects alternate local search with ranging; and (c)
resource encounters
do not occur more than once,
insects ultimately respond with ranging. The outcome
of the model expressed the time that insects spent in
areas of particular resource densities. The transition
region in the model (case b) pertains to the insect’s
abilities to respond to variations in resource density.
Hence, we start to appreciate the effects of resource
distributions
on insect locomotion
patterns. Future
studies should attempt to quantify the relationships
in order to estimate the selection pressure of resource
distribution
on insect orientation
responses.
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